DECKING & CLADDING
Made in Finland

THE FOREST
We love forests, their freedom,
freshness, complexity and strength.
We love to connect nature with
people in urban environments,
so everyone can enjoy the calm
forest aura. The mills in Finland
transform Nørdic trees into beautiful
and long-lasting Thermowood.
This is the foundation and the perfect
material for an ecological and healthy
lifestyle as well as the result of years
of dedication to sustainability.

Nørdic Pine

PREMIUM
THERMOWOOD®
Thermo treated wood is a versatile material
for exterior and interior applications in all
climates. We select the best Nørdic Pine and
Nørdic Ash from well managed forests within
a 150km radius of the mills. The thermal
modification process uses only heat and steam
to change each plank fibre all the way to the
wood core.
Our wood is heated to 150°C for 20 hours so
that the natural sugars/nutrients are broken
down, and the woods moisture content is
reduced to 0%. The heat is then raised to 215°C
and held for 4 hours. This is where the cellular
structure is altered and the colour process
takes place. It darkens and toughens the
wood, achieving a low moisture content
and dimensional stability.
During the cool down process the temperature
is reduced over 24 hours and moisture is
reintroduced for end use. The entire 48
hour process is carefully monitored digitally
to ensure quality. After the plank is profiled,
it goes through a specialised quality control
unit called an Optimizer, where boards are
scanned for grading and defects.
Any defects are automatically rejected.
Thermo treated planks are energy efficient,
durable, low maintenance, and decay resistant.
This offers more opportunities for architects
and designers to use wood in a beautiful
and innovative way.

Nørdic Ash Herringbone

VERSATILE

MODIFICATION OF WOOD USING ONLY HEAT AND STEAM

Suitable for exterior and interior applications
in all climates, as the thermal conductivity is
decreased so it does not react to temperature
changes.

BENEFITS OF THERMO
TREATED WOOD
ROT RESISTANT

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY
Retains its shape better than untreated
wood because the swelling and shrinkage
is substantially reduced.

WEATHER
RESISTANT

FIRE RESISTANT

MOISTURE RESISTANT
Offers significantly reduced absorbency.

INCREASED STRENGTH
HEAT alters the wood,
enhancing it’s properties.
STEAM gives complete
control over the process.

THERMAL MODIFICATION OF
EVERY FIBRE
Each plank is completely modified all the
way through to the core, giving additional
durability and stability.
INTENSE MODIFICATION
Peak temperature at 215°C.
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor usage.

TERMITE RESISTANT
Sugars and nutrients
removed so it does not
attract insects.

NON-TOXIC
Resin and chemical free.

DECKING
SPECIFICATIONS
THERMALLY - MODIFIED

NØRDIC ASH
SIZES: 20 x 95 / 20 x 150
COLOUR:
• Nørdic Ash offers a knot-free rich brown colour.
• Sunlight and rain impact the speed at which the
product ages, to turn an elegant grey.
• A UV protectant oil will preserve the plank colour.

THERMALLY - MODIFIED

NØRDIC PINE
SIZES: 26 x 115 / 26 x 140
COLOUR:
• Nørdic Pine offers a golden brown colour with distinctive knots.
• Sunlight and rain impact the speed at which the
product ages, to turn an elegant grey.
• A UV protectant oil will preserve the plank colour.

THERMALLY - MODIFIED

NØRDIC ASH HERRINGBONE
SIZE: 20 x 95 x 800
COLOUR:
• Nørdic Ash offers a knot-free rich brown colour.
• Sunlight and rain impact the speed at which the
product ages to turn an elegant grey.
• A UV protectant oil will preserve the plank colour.

DECKING INSTALLATION
Our easy, efficient hidden clip with screw installation system.

NØRDIC ASH

NØRDIC PINE

T95 (any board up to 112mm)
T150 (any board over 112mm)

P26 clip (for 26mm boards)

HERRINGBONE
• Starter and end cap modules allow a
starting and ending of each pattern line.
• The under-mounting strips align the
boards and make installation easy.
• Decking modules and starter/end cap
modules are sold separately, allowing
you to create the size you need.
Stainless steel screws for installation
are included with decking modules.
• Joists rest a standard 406 mm apart.
No extra framing needed!
• Pre-cut and assembled herringbone
modules match up perfectly, every time.
• Beautiful decking surface with no
visible screws.
• Under-mounting strips automatically
align to create the pattern.

Clip System Benefits
• The clips act as a spacer therefore correct installation spacing is guaranteed.
• Planks can be easily removed for replacing purposes.
• No visible screws or unwanted cracks caused by a drilling process.
• Installation clips are specific to the plank profile.

T95/T150 provides a barrier between
Nørdic Ash and the underneath
construction.

Nørdic Ash

Nørdic Pine P26 clip requires
a rubber strip barrier between
the wood and an underneath
construction.

Pilot holes on the under-mounting make
each piece easy to install with stainless
steel screws.

Nørdic Ash

CLADDING SPECIFICATIONS

CLADDING INSTALLATION

Our easy, efficient hidden clip with screw installation system.

THERMALLY - MODIFIED

NØRDIC PINE C140
20 x 140 (clip system)

“Press and Click” the cladding into place.

THERMALLY - MODIFIED

NØRDIC PINE C65
20 x 65 (clip system)

INSTALLATION C CLIP
Without screws

THERMALLY - MODIFIED

THERMALLY - MODIFIED

20 x 150 (clip system)

20 x 72 (clip system)

NØRDIC ASH C150

NØRDIC ASH C72

Nørdic Pine

COLOUR AGEING TIME LINE
Sunlight and rain impact the speed at which Thermowood® ages,
but the result is always the same - elegant platinum grey.

NØRDIC PINE
Nørdic Pine comes in a naturally light colour, distinctive knots and offers unrivalled
rot resistance (Class 2 durability rating of 20+ years) in the softwood market.

GOLDEN BROWN

PLATINUM GREY

The natural result of our
modification process.

Over time, untreated
products age to a
beautiful silver tone.

NØRDIC ASH
Nørdic Ash offers a hardwood solution for exceptional rot-resistance (Class 1 durability rating of 25+ years)
and longevity combined with a clear face and rich, classic colour.

EXOTIC BROWN

PLATINUM GREY

The natural result of our
modification process.

Over time, untreated
products age to a
beautiful silver tone.

Nørdic Ash

Nørdic Ash

TERMINAL 2 - Helsinki Airport, Finland
Nørdic Pine

Nørdic Pine

Thermowood
Made in Finland

Cape Town: 021 510 2846
Johannesburg: 011 262 3117
Durban: 031 000 1000
www.oggieflooring.com
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